Happy New Year to you and welcome to our 75th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as we gear up for
the challenges and opportunities of a brand new year. As tough as it may seem, reimagining
education, business and life in general in a post-pandemic world will require us to seek out
positivity at all times, learn from each other, pivot where necessary, and work towards a future
built on strong faith, optimism and collaboration. And this edition of our
newsletter is possibly a fine place to start with its inspiring and insightful content.
Sit back and browse through each valuable page at your leisure and soak it all up,
page by informative page. From educational updates, leisure activities and valuable
back to school tips, to exciting new product launches, technological
breakthroughs, and more. Please feel free to forward this edition to your fellow
colleagues, friends and family as we grow the “Big School Community”,
together. Wishing you a blessed and successful year ahead, and do lend a
helping hand to anyone less fortunate than yourself along the way.
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Managing The Financial Demands Of The Back2School Season.
With the cost of living rising daily, petrol prices soaring and electricity
price hikes looming again it is fundamentally important to plan early,
save in advance and reduce your financial stress as best as possible
when doing your Back2School shopping. Be smart when shopping for
all the First Term essentials by searching for the best deals available, spread the costs over the
first 4-6 weeks of school and be sure to sweep your home first for school supplies you may already
have. And now is as good a time as ever to review and update your family’s investment portfolio
to include a structured Education Plan that will make dreams come true in the future. >>>
Back2School Is Easy With The Blue Page Supplier Directory. The Big
School Buzz Blue Page Directory is fast becoming a key connector
between suppliers and consumers. A truly fabulous A-Z Supplier &
Service Provider Directory that is specifically designed to assist
consumers, and help local businesses grow and thrive. This easy to use
interactive facility allows consumers to connect and engage with suppliers in the education
sector, across the board. The directory is now a permanent fixture and spotlight feature on the
Big School Adventure website for easy reference, and will be updated periodically as new
company listings come online. Make use of this compact directory to ease the burden of
Back2School in 2021. >>>
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Nurturing Creative Thinking In Our Kids Is A Parental Imperative.
Children start learning even before they are born. No wonder parents
are called a child’s first teachers! Parents make a powerful difference
in what children learn and how they think - so spark your kids’ creativity
by encouraging their curiosity, using common everyday experiences to
inspire new ideas, building their confidence, and using their art to spark conversations. Learning
is all about making connections – from the known to the new. From here and now to the future,
from us to them. Being creative with your children is fun, easy and important. Stimulating
children’s imaginations, listening to their ideas and spending time doing creative activities
together, are key to their success. Children’s fresh and unique styles should be valued and their
creative expression encouraged, at all times. We owe it to our children to unleash their fabulous
imaginations and develop the originality that exists in each and every one of them. >>>
Help2Read Improves Lives Through Literacy. Help2read’s programme
is premised on the fact that a child who cannot read, cannot learn
either. Without the ability to read, children cannot progress in order
to realise their true potential. In South Africa, numerous socioeconomic challenges hinder the attainment of literacy. Central to
Help2Read’s approach is the dedicated and consistent ‘one-on-one’ reading help and literacy
development support that is provided by their volunteers and Literacy Tutors. They provide
hands-on training to all volunteers and tutors, and resource the schools and partnership
organisations with whom they work with the right literacy tools and books for nurturing and
promoting a passionate love for reading. >>>
Eco-Schools Engage The Youth Of Today To Protect The Climate Of
Tomorrow. Eco-Schools is a global programme initiative engaging
millions of school children across 64 countries, making it the largest
schools

programme

in

the

world.

The

programme’s

greatest

achievement is arguably the fact that it produces generation after
generation of sustainably minded, environmentally conscious people, ensuring young people have
the power to be the change for sustainability that our world needs by engaging youngsters in fun,
action-orientated and socially responsible learning. >>>
Charlie Chaplin Immortalised In Exquisite Montblanc Pen. Montblanc
created a commemorative pen in 2007 to honour one of Chaplin’s most
famous films, Modern Times. The Montblanc Charlie Chaplin 88 pen
has turning gears and intricate cog-wheels in 18K solid white gold to
reflect the machine and dystopian setting of the film, and features classic Chaplin icons such as
a solid gold clip in the shape of his trademark cane, whilst the barrel and cone suggest his baggy
trousers, with the stylised cap top resembling his iconic bowler hat. Sheer brilliance in artistic
craftsmanship and a fitting tribute to perhaps the greatest figure of 20 th Century cinema. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Encouraging and supporting your child at all times is a parental imperative. >>>



Packing a trash-free lunch for school is kind to the environment. >>>



Avoid ill-fitting school shoes that may cause life-long foot problems. >>>



My School card benefits a school with every swipe you make. >>>



The SA Schools Act outlines your rights and obligations as a parent. >>>

